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- For Windows. - This is the portable
edition of Calcute - a tiny calculator
that comes bundles with numerous
scientific functions, aiming at math
students and other users. - As
installation is not a prerequisite,
you can simply drop the executable
file anywhere on the hard drive and
click it to run. Alternatively, you can
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move Calcute to a USB flash disk or
similar storage unit, in order to run
it on any workstation without prior
installers. - An important aspect to
take into account is that the
Windows Registry is not updated
with new entries, and leftover files
are not kept on the hard drive after
removing the tool. - The interface is
based on a small frame that can be
moved to any position on the
screen, enabled to stay on top of
other applications (ideal when
you're working in multiple utilities
at once), as well as maximized to
full screen mode. - The bottom part
of the panel shows trigonometric
functions, such as sine and cosine.
You can use the backspace key or



click a button to trigger this
function, clear the calculator, and
undo your last action. - It is possible
to make Calcute write the answer to
the Clipboard, read information
from file (TXT format), change the
number format (decimal,
hexadecimal, binary, octal), group
digits together, as well as to modify
the font style and button size,
among others. - Calcute is very light
on the system resources, running on
a very low quantity of CPU and
RAM. It has a good response time
and works smoothly, without
causing the operating system to
hang, crash or pop up error dialogs.
Some improvements are welcomed
in the visual department of the GUI.



But we must also take into
consideration that Calcute has not
been updated for a pretty long time.
- Version 2.0: - Fixed issues with the
Registry. - Improved the interface.
Calcute - a tiny calculator that
comes bundled with numerous
scientific functions, aiming at math
students and other users. Calcute -
a tiny calculator that comes bundled
with numerous scientific functions,
aiming at math students and other
users. Version 2.0: - Fixed issues
with the Registry. - Improved the
interface. + Copyright © 2012,
Jordan Zahar. License: GNU GPL
Version 3. Download: Release Date:
2012/01/01 Size: 2.65
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* ALT ( & ) - Alternate Alt key as a
Macro button * BACKSPACE - Clear
the Calculator * ESCAPE - Reset the
Calculator * ENTER - Add key * F3,
F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11,
F12 - Other * F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6,
F7, F8, F9, F10, F11, F12 - Still
other * HIDE - Close the Calculator
* JUMP - Add key * KEYPAIR -
Toggle/turn on/off the keys
currently pressed * KBDLL and
KEYENV - Keyboard and Keyboard
environment support * LALT ( & ) -
LAlt key as a Macro button *
LCLICK - Toggle/turn on/off the Left
Mouse Click * LEFT - Add key *
LEFTSCROLL - Scroll the



Calculator horizontally *
LEFTBUTTON - Add key * RIGHT -
Add key * RCLICK - Toggle/turn
on/off the Right Mouse Click *
RCLICKBUTTON - Toggle/turn
on/off the Right Mouse Button *
RMB - Add key * RSHIFT -
Toggle/turn on/off the Right Shift
key * SRES - Toggle/turn on/off the
Screen Resize * TAB - Add key *
TOP - Add key * WIN - Toggle/turn
on/off the Windows key * ZZZ -
Toggle/turn on/off the ZZZ key * 2
and 3 - Toggle/turn on/off the divide
by 2 and 3 key * 4 and 5 -
Toggle/turn on/off the divide by 4
and 5 key * 6 and 7 - Toggle/turn
on/off the divide by 6 and 7 key * 8
and 9 - Toggle/turn on/off the divide



by 8 and 9 key * A and B -
Toggle/turn on/off the alphabetic
key * Z - Toggle/turn on/off the
math key * + - Toggle/turn on/off
the plus key * - - Toggle/turn on/off
the minus key * / - Toggle/turn
on/off the divide key * 0 -
Toggle/turn on/off the zero key * { }
- Toggle/turn on/off the left brace
key * } - 2edc1e01e8
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$4.99 Calculator Plus Calculator
Plus is a standard calculator with all
major mathematical functions
(addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division) and 2-4
significant digits precision. Some
features that make Calculator Plus
stand out from other standard
calculators are: The ability to
format the output window by
inserting parentheses, commas,
periods, and even decimals, and
choose from three different fonts
for all calculations and windows. A
history of operations allows the user
to see in detail how the various
mathematical operations have been



performed. The calculator
remembers the settings of each
function and is able to calculate
with the previous set of settings.
Calculator Plus is also a program
that will not hang your computer or
run it slow. Calculator Plus is a very
fast and powerful calculator,
offering a number of ways to help
you calculate. Its precision can be
increased to any number of digits
(up to 18 digits), and its calculation
speed is very fast, depending on the
display that you choose. For
example, if you select the 'Very
Fast' display mode, the calculator
will be up to 2,000 times faster than
'Fast' mode. Calculator Plus Version
History: $29.99 Calculator Plus



Extra Functions Calculator Plus
Extra Functions is a standard
calculator with all major
mathematical functions (addition,
subtraction, multiplication and
division) and 2-4 significant digits
precision, built around and
connected to Calculator Plus.
Calcute Plus Extra Functions
provides a series of very useful
additional mathematical operations
and enhancements: Exponentiation.
Square Root. Fractions, including
Cube Root. Scientific Notation: E, P,
T, PI, SIN, COS, TAN, ASIN, ACOS,
ATAN, ATAN2, SINH, COSH, TANH,
ASINH, ACOSH. Trig Functions:
SIN, COS, TAN, ASIN, ACOS,
ATAN, ATAN2, SINH, COSH, TANH,



ASINH, ACOSH. Remaining
Functions: ABS, EXP, LOG, LOG10,
RND, SQRT, LN, TINY, TINY2,
HUGE. Calculator Plus Extra
Functions is a very useful calculator
for all math students. It also offers
some easy
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- install instructions - Keywords:
calculator, scientific calculator,
advanced calculator - Languages: -
Calcute is a very old application; it
dates back to the late 90s. - OS:
Windows 98, ME, 2000, XP, Vista,
Windows 7 - IS: Windows 2000,
Windows XP, Windows Vista - CPU:
Pentium 1.1 GHz, 300MHz - RAM:
128MB - Graphics: 80x24 pixels -
Region: All - Form: DOS/4GW -
Location:... - Date created:
1999-08-15 Time Thief is a
lightweight time tracking and
billing software application for
Windows. It is very simple to use,
with only a few options for
customization. Many features are
included with the purchase, such as



a maintenance pack. This software
works with all major Credit Card
processing companies. Using Time
Thief for billing your clients is a
breeze. You don't have to keep in
your head what the client's last
order was. It automatically logs the
amount of time used by the client,
the duration of the job, the total
amount billed, and a note about the
client's history. You can track every
customer by name, and view all
information at a glance. You can
easily edit existing customers and
new jobs. Time Thief allows you to
export your clients' data to an Excel
spread sheet and or a CSV file. It
also provides a powerful invoice
system, which allows you to create



professional invoices that contain a
QR code, in any color of your
choice, which is scanned by the
clients' mobile phones to access
their orders and check-out on the
go. You can also provide your
clients with a letter or email that
contains their order and bill. (If the
customer is using your online store,
the process is even simpler). This
software is also compatible with all
major eCommerce carts such as
WooCommerce, PayPal, Oberlo, and
Magento. Features: - Simple, easy
to use time tracking application for
both beginners and professionals -
Customizable, to meet your clients'
needs - Multi language support -
Integrates with all major credit card



processing companies - Lots of
options for customization - Allows
you to setup a maintenance plan
and offers 1 year free support with
every license - View client's history
and edit existing clients - Allow your
clients to view and manage their
jobs - CSV and Excel export of jobs -
QR code with customizable design -
In order to speed up the process of
creating invoices, Time Thief allows
you to create invoices with a QR
code - Quick access to your clients'
orders and jobs with a tabbed
interface - Allows you to change the
appearance of the QR code with
different colors - Email



System Requirements For Portable Calcute:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 Processor:
Intel i5-2500k @ 3.3GHz / AMD
Phenom X3 720 @ 3.8GHz Memory:
8 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD 4000
/ NVIDIA GTX 760 DirectX: Version
9.0 Network: Broadband Internet
connection Storage: 2 GB available
space Additional Notes: Mouse
sensitivity can be changed by the
user. USB Gamepad support is
included We advise using your
preferred
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